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Spanish
solar faces
1-year delays
Some developers face project
delays of up to a year as
increased material and shipping
costs have eaten away their
profit margins, industry experts
say
“Everybody is in the same boat, we’re all
delaying projects,” Ignacio Arganza, cofounder of EPC solar contractor Solaer,
told Montel. “This situation can easily
last a year.”
“The panels have gone from costing EUR
180,000/MW to EUR 270,000/MW, that
alone is more than my margin,” he said.
“I’m not event talking about the rise in
steel, copper and other things. So I have
to stop construction until prices fall back.”
In Solaer’s case, up to 150 MW of solar

French solar
appeal against
subsidy cut

The sector has filed an appeal
with the council of state in a
bid to annul a law which would
slash aid granted to 700 solar
parks (3.6 GW)

projects might be delayed next year.
Developers were delaying projects in the
hope module prices would drop, which
was a "high gamble because it's basically
speculation on module prices for the next
10 months", Ryan Bernard, head of energy
sales at developer Abo Wind, told Montel.
“But at some point, the crunch will come
and developers and pipelines could go
bust.”
The current situation had brought a
“heightened risk of lack of delivery, delays

and even bankruptcies”, said Andreas
Thorsheim, CEO of Norwegian solar
company Otovo.
“However, as the component price crisis
is addressed, the downward path in solar
and storage costs is expected to continue
as of the second half in 2022.”
Postponements of solar projects could
also mean delays in the signing of
power purchase agreements (PPA), said
Pexapark’s PPA transaction adviser Erik
Landstrom. 		
Continues on p.2

The decree, which was due to enter force
on Wednesday, would “place generators’
economic viability in doubt... and seriously
and immediately undermine their financial
and property interests,” lobbies Enerplan,
SER and Renewables Solidarity said.
The new rules were “marred by several
serious illegalities” and should be
scrapped, said the sector representatives,
who previously warned the legislation would
cause “a chain of bankruptcies”.

The cut in subsidies concerns about a
thousand contracts on installations of over
250 kWp, signed between 2006 and 2010,
according to data from energy regulator CRE.
The government has said the move would
save it EUR 300-400m annually.
Operators on these contracts currently
benefit from feed-in tariffs of EUR 300-500/
MWh, representing around EUR 1bn of state
money annually, for 5% of the country's
renewable power output. LFT

Power
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Continued from p.1
Delays were bearish for PPA prices, as the futures curve was decreasing, with each month of delay meaning EUR 0.50 less in the
price of a PPA for its full tenure,
he added.
Potential delays were “not massive” and had not affected the
closing of PPAs as higher wholesale energy prices meant there
was more intrinsic value for offtakers, said Miguel Marroquin,
managing director of PPA transaction advisory firm Our New Energy.
Some in the sector thought the
problems for the renewables market would persist.
Enel’s CEO Francesco Starace
said last week the Italian utility
could have added an additional
500 MW of new renewable capacity this year on top of the 5 GW
it planned to add in 2021, had
it not been for congested ports,
shortage of components and price increases.
“I’m totally aware there are people that cannot build the plants
because they don’t have the panels,” he said.
“The present situation would
probably stay difficult until maybe summer of 2022.”
Last month, Rystad Energy warned in a report that about 50% of
European solar projects, or 6 GW,
planned for 2022 risked delays
or cancellations due to higher
material and shipping costs and
added that Spain would account
for almost half of that capacity.
ET/BB/RB

France biomethane
pipeline leads Europe
The country's production pipeline for the renewable gas was leading
Europe with 22.6 TWh/year, the European Biogas Association says
The country has the fastest-growing
market on the continent and was expected
to grow “very fast” as a producer, Mieke
Decorte, EBA technical and project
manager, said at a webinar presenting
the lobby’s latest statistical report.
France has 6.1 TWh of biogas production
and 2.2 TWh of biomethane production,
its figures showed. A total of 91 plants
started operation in 2020 and another
81 have been installed between January
and July this year, according to the report.
Another 950 projects were in
development with a total biomethane
capacity of 22.6 TWh/year, the EBA said.
Biomethane is refined from biogas and is
used as an alternative to natural gas.
Germany had led Europe’s biomethane
market in production for almost a decade
but was overtaken by France in 2017.
Most of France’s biomethane plants are
agriculturally based, with 89% connected
to the distribution grid and 11% to the
transport grid, it added.

However, sector participants warned
earlier this year that development in the
country would slow after 2024 due to
falling subsidies.
Biogas and biomethane production
amounts to 4.6% of EU gas demand,
which is expected to rise to 11% in 2030
and 30-40% in 2050, as gas demand
decreases, the report said.
There has been a “clear and sharp”
increase in biomethane production in
Europe in recent years, Decorte said. A
total of 6.4 TWh of production was added
in 2020, double the amount in 2019 with
a bigger increase expected this year.
There was a total of 1,673 TWh of
potential biomethane in Europe based
on availability of sustainable feedstocks,
according to EBA estimates.
Eight European countries were
active in biomethane production,
with Germany, Italy, Denmark and the
Netherlands expected to be leading
producers in the coming year. RB

AI
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GOs trade flat ahead of Christmas lull
European guarantees of origin (GO) traded flat in the past week as the market was
winding down ahead of the Christmas holidays
The benchmark Nordic hydro Cal 21
contract was seen at around EUR 0.70/
MWh, according to market participants.
Wind GOs for this year were at EUR
0.99/MWh, a slight increase from EUR
0.93/MWh last week.
“I think we will not see any major
swings or movements for the remainder
of the year as the Christmas holidays
season is approaching,” a trader said.
He predicted the markets would
become quieter week by week until the
end of the year.
“Things will calm down as Christmas
approaches. Usually it’s like that,” he
added.
The hydro Cal 22 contract was last
seen at EUR 1.68/MWh, compared with

EUR 1.75/MWh last week, with the Cal
23 at EUR 1.83/MWh at one broker.
Meanwhile, the wind Cal 22 contract
was last seen trading at EUR 1.70/
MWh, down from EUR 1.90/MWh last
week.
Prices dropped recently amid robust
supply, which had reduced selling
interest, another trader said.
“We see the market quite quiet at the
moment. November was quite active
as companies were making provision
and hedging for 2022 or 2023 but at
the moment it’s a bit quiet,” he added.
“Most of our clients are looking to the
holiday season and there’s not a lot of
interest in selling because prices have
been going down a little bit so sellers

are a bit reluctant.”
Market activity would likely pick up
towards the middle or end of January,
both traders agreed.
Participants would have returned
from holidays and there would also
be “more clarity on pricing, power and
gas pricing as well”, the second trader
said.
The market was still in “wait and
see” mode over an announcement
from Norway’s new government that it
wanted to withdraw from the market.
There had been no impact on GO
trading so far and many participants
believed the proposal was unlikely to
be implemented, at least in the near
future, the traders said. RB

Portuguese GO auction prices almost double
Prices for Portuguese guarantees of origin (GOs) for renewable power rose to EUR 0.57-0.90/MWh at the latest
auction, according to data.
The auction – held on 24 November – included certificates for production in July.
Solar sold for EUR 0.90/MWh, wind for EUR 0.76/MWh,
hydropower for EUR 0.80/MWh and thermal for EUR 0.57/
MWh.
In the previous tender on 28 October, GOs for June production
for the same technologies sold for EUR 0.50-0.52/MWh.

Meanwhile, the latest tender saw solar GOs for January
production sell for EUR 0.75/MWh, wind and hydro for EUR
0.51/MWh and thermal for EUR 0.54/MWh.
This also represented a rise in prices compared with November-December 2020 production, which sold for EUR
0.23-0.45/MWh at the previous event.
A total volume of 3.8 TWh was offered and sold at the latest auction, a decrease from 4.3 TWh.
It had 13 participants and 10 buyers, compared with 13
participants and 12 buyers in October. RB

Epex Spot eyes Q2 launch of GO market
Epex Spot is planning to launch a pan-European market for
guarantees of origin (GOs) in Q2, subject to “successful
testing” and “market readiness”, the bourse said.
The first-of-its kind market would comprise of monthly spot
auctions, giving buyers and sellers access to specific GOs –
detailing technology type and subsidy regime – as well as
more generic GO certificates. Indices would be published
following each auction, Epex Spot said. The exchange will
link GOs to renewable production in selected countries that

are part of the European Energy Certificate System (EECS),
as defined by the Association of Issuing Bodies.
Epex Spot will jointly administer the GO platform with the
European Energy Exchange (EEX) and European Commodity
Clearing (ECC).
“A strong wish for such a market has been expressed by
our members” and the mechanism would help liquidity in
the market, Maria Schubotz, senior external communications manager at Epex Spot told Montel. KP

GOs
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Boom for Swedish solar PPAs

Sweden’s solar power purchase agreement (PPA) market has seen a boom in recent years with prices up
more than 30% over the past 12 months, a developer tells Montel
The country has seen 2.7 GW of corporate
PPA capacity signed to date, the secondhighest amount in Europe, consisting of
2.6 GW wind and 0.1 GW solar, according to
renewable energy platform RE-Source.
“Because the Swedish market does not
offer feed-in tariffs, auctions or other support
schemes to large-scale renewable projects,
corporate PPAs are a highly attractive option
to project developers,” it said.
Although the market has been dominated
by wind in the north there has been a recent
rise of solar developments and PPAs in the
south, experts agreed.
Solar projects typically have smaller
volumes than wind, which means “every
mid-sized company upwards can look at a
PPA”, said Harald Overholm, CEO of local
developer Alight.
These companies were “suddenly waking
up” to energy being an important cost,
particularly with high wholesale power prices
in southern Sweden, which was “driving a
massive surge” in deals, he added.
“This market didn’t exist two years ago
and is suddenly booming” with an increase
of at least 30% in PPA prices over the past
year to around EUR 40-50/MWh for a 10-15
year deal starting in 2022, he said. Pay as
produced was the dominant contract model
in the Swedish market, he added.
Demand “far outstrips supply” which
would continue to push prices up, he added.
He estimated there was potential to add at
least 3 GW of solar without the risk of price
cannibalisation, the depressive influence
on wholesale power prices at times of high
renewables output.
Demand was also “nowhere near
saturation” with between 100-200 offtakers
active in the market, he added.
However, there was lack of land available
for new projects, Overholm warned.
Parts of the region have high agricultural
activity and there was a “major discussion”
around redesignating for projects, he added.
“The solar industry in Sweden has been
undergoing a rapid growth in [recent] years
with a cumulative volume of more than 1
GW of solar installations,” energy and PPA
software company Pexapark said in a recent
report.
Low-cost generation has turned the country
into a “major hub for corporate PPAs where
tech giants like Google and Amazon are
highly present”, the report continued.
Around 50% of PPAs were dominated by
corporates in Sweden with an additional
10.6 TWh expected to be installed by 2022,

PPA Weekly Report
No, Se, Fi
€31.03
+0.80

Poland

zł 334.95
+22.45

Spain
€45
+0.63

Source: QWatt
The prices represent the average of all technologies, durations and structures for a given area over the corresponding week

according to Pexapark data.
Alight signed two corporate PPAs in the
Swedish market last month with Axfood and
Axel Johnson International for two solar parks
(40 MW and 30 MW, respectively) which
would be completed in 2023.
It was developing three other solar parks in
the country which would double Sweden’s
solar energy production, according to
Pexapark.
Meanwhile, this week Swiss utility Axpo
announced a long-term PPA of unspecified
length with Finland's Taaleri Energia relating

to three wind farms in Lithuania (186 MW
total).
French utility Engie closed a 25-year deal
with German chemicals group BASF for 20.7
TWh of Spanish wind.
UK fund manager Glennmont Partners
signed a 10.5-year PPA with French utility
Engie covering a 99 MW wind portfolio in
Spain.
Danish energy company Orsted penned two
contracts with Amazon to provide 116 MW of
output from planned wind farms in Germany
and Northern Ireland. RB
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Options guide carbon market higher
European carbon prices have scaled EUR 80/t on the back
of bullish sentiment linked to the looming expiry of options,
observers said, noting risks ahead given the gains outstripped
fundamental justification.
The benchmark Dec 21 contract traded at EUR 79.51/t, up
EUR 9% week on week. Earlier in the session it touched a record
high EUR 80.42/t, putting it more than a third above where it
stood less than a month ago.
Market participants identified a concentration of open
interest in call options for December delivery with strike prices
of EUR 80/t and EUR 100/t as the likely point of orientation for
the present rally.
The closer prices get to these thresholds, the more allowances
those who sold the options must acquire to cover the risk of
their counterparties exercising them. Options on the present
quarterly period expire on the Ice exchange on 15 December.
“It is hard to see the current EUA ascent losing momentum
before then,” said analyst Gregoire Ladouce at commodities
consultancy Icis.
Roughly 80% of respondents to a Montel poll on LinkedIn
this week expected carbon to end the year above EUR 75/t. Of
183 votes cast, 40% expected prices to reach above EUR 85/t.
Especially strong fuel prices, concerns about sufficient gas
this winter and the onset of cold temperatures remained a
supportive backdrop for carbon, said Marcus Ferdinand of
Thema Consulting.
“At the same time, I would say the market has a bit outpaced
that fundamental support and it is now trading more on

sentiment plus the ‘big figure’ hunt,” Ferdinand said. “I would
still see quite some room for a correction.”
Yet utilities were unlikely to sell carbon, with gas so expensive
this winter it was effectively priced out of power generation in
favour of coal-fired generation, which is far more emissions
intensive, others said.
“Power companies therefore also line up on the buyers’ side,”
said Bernadett Papp, senior carbon analyst at Vertis.
The impact of high carbon prices on industry and consumers
was likely to further stoke political pressure to intervene in the
market, observers said.
Ladouce noted carbon prices were already higher than the
European Commission’s expectations of where they would
be at the end of the decade due to more ambitious climate
policies that are yet to become law.
A meeting of European ministers on Thursday revealed cracks
within the EU over how to respond to soaring energy costs.
“A few member states still don’t want to let go on the ETS in
terms of talking about further measures to restrict the price
increase,” said Ferdinand. This discussion was “still boiling”,
despite regulators recently dispelling concerns of speculative
excess, he added.
From a technical perspective, carbon has entered overbought
territory, said technical analyst Clive Lambert of Futurestechs in
a note. Yet he remained bullish given “one-way traffic for now”,
identifying the next closest target at EUR 85.35/t.
The rate of fresh supply remains unchanged next week with
the EEX exchange set to auction 11.4m allowances. NW

UK ETS authority intervention decision by 14 Dec
The UK ETS authority will decide in the
coming two weeks if and how it will
intervene in the UK Allowances (UKA)
market after triggering the cost curb
measure for December.
“The CCM has been triggered for
December 2021. The UK ETS Authority will
now meet to consider what intervention, if
any, to make,” it said in a statement. “The
decision will be communicated to the
market no later than after trading hours
on 14 December.”
The so-called cost containment
mechanism (CCM) – a measure to prevent
prices rising by boosting supply – was set

off as the monthly average price of carbon
allowances in the preceding three months
– September, October and November –
were well above December’s trigger price
of GBP 52.88/t.
The interventions could include
redistributing allowances between the
current year’s auctions, bringing forward
auctioned allowances from future years to
the current year, drawing allowances from
the market stability reserve mechanism
or auctioning up to 25% of the remaining
allowances in the new entrant reserve,
among other things.
There was a large degree of uncertainty

in the market as any potential impact
on UKA prices would depend on which
course of action the authorities decide
to take, the amount of extra supply they
might bring to market and the timing,
market participants told Montel last week.
Meanwhile, the UK ETS authority has
also raised the CCM trigger threshold for
March by nearly 7% to GBP 80.90/t
This compares with February’s trigger
of EUR 75.76/t – the monthly average for
November, December and January – and
January’s trigger of GBP 56.58/t – the
monthly average for October, November
and December. ET

Carbon
EEX EUA Auction Results & Calendar
This week's results

Next week's schedule

EUR/t

Volume

Monday

74.48

2,515,500

Tuesday

74.82

2,515,500

Wednesday

76.38

2,066,500

Thursday

77.10

2,515,500

Friday

78.76

1,805,000
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EC set to clarify nuclear, gas green status
The European Commission is preparing to settle whether nuclear
and natural gas are “green” investments in an update to the EU’s
sustainable finance taxonomy expected next week, according to
several sources.
The list will clarify whether nuclear energy generation, waste
disposal or fuel supply can be classified as sustainable activities
for investors, EU energy commissioner Kadri Simson told a nuclear
conference in Paris.
French economy minister Bruno Le Maire told the same
conference he was convinced France could persuade Germany –
which is phasing out its nuclear generation – to agree to including
nuclear in the list.
This is seen as crucial by the French government for it to be able
to raise funds to build nuclear power plants.
The EU’s taxonomy does not directly mandate or prohibit any
investments, however. The aim is to provide clear definitions of
which economic activities can be considered environmentally
sustainable, according to an EU official.

The goal is to guide investors towards more environmentally
friendly choices and so support the EU’s efforts to reach net-zero
emissions by 2050
The finance sector is concerned that the EU taxonomy may end
up being so complex that people are deterred from using it, said
Simon Connell, global head of sustainability strategy at Standard
Chartered Bank, at a webinar on Tuesday
“It’s a voluntary framework,” he said. “The more political the
process gets, the more it empowers those who say it’s not useful.”
Non-governmental groups have been lobbying Germany to resist
including nuclear and natural gas in the list.
The EC will have to send the updated list, once published, to
the European parliament and EU council of ministers to be
scrutinised. It can only become part of EU law if neither objects
within a fixed timeline.
Any objection would need a qualified majority in the
council, meaning that no individual government has the
power to veto it. SH

EC to propose hydrogen additionality rules “soon”
The European Commission plans
to propose detailed technical
“additionality” rules for using
renewable power to produce green
gases “as soon as possible,” said an EU
official without wishing to be identified.
Hydrogen industry lobbyists have
voiced concerns that the rules could
require “impractical” real-time linking
of what power has been used in
electrolysers to produce hydrogen,
based on previous unofficial drafts.
The EU official would not give details
on the content of the rules but said that
some of the measures in them may have

a deferred start date, depending on the
outcome of current discussions.
The rules are expected to set out
how to assess whether grid electricity
used to make renewable fuels of nonbiological origin (RFNBOs) is renewable,
and ensure it is claimed only once and
in one end-use sector.
Previous unofficial drafts suggested
the EC wanted renewable power and
renewable hydrogen production
correlated every 15 minutes, and for the
electrolyser and the renewable power
used to be in the same bidding zone.
“There will be an official public

consultation of at least four weeks” on
the published draft rules before the EC
adopts them, said the EU official.
The rules become binding if the
European Parliament and EU Council
of ministers, representing national
governments, do not formally object to
the EC’s adoption within a fixed timeline.
The EC has estimated that the EU will
need an extra 500 TWh of renewable
power generation – about current
levels of wind and solar – to produce the
roughly 10m tonnes of green hydrogen
needed to help meet the EU’s climate
goals by 2030. SH

France, Germany want nuclear on EC green list
France will strike a deal in the “following days” with Germany
over its bid to get nuclear power included on the European Commission’s so-called green list, economy minister Bruno Le Maire
said.
Le Maire was “convinced” the two countries would reach a deal
over the inclusion of nuclear in the EC’s long-awaited green taxonomy, he told a Paris nuclear conference. He added that talks on
the issue were ongoing with the new German government.
Getting nuclear power on the EC list is seen as crucial by the
French government for it to be able to raise funds to build new
nuclear power plants.
President Emanuel Macron said earlier this month that France
is planning to launch a new nuclear programme and is mulling a
plan by utility EDF to build six new European pressurised reactors
to replace ageing units.

Germany so far has resisted French demands for nuclear to be
added to the taxonomy, according to press reports. Germany has
agreed to quit nuclear power use at home.
France recently announced its support for including gas on the
list under “strict conditions” however. This was an attempt by
France to win German backing for its nuclear demands with Germany needing gas as a bridge to meet power demand as it exits
nuclear use and builds up domestic renewable supply, reports
said.
Le Maire did not say what might be in a deal with Germany over
the taxonomy, but he said nuclear “hand in hand with renewables” was “a guarantee that we will succeed and become carbon
neutral by 2050.”
The EC is due to decide whether to give nuclear green status by
the end of the year. LFT
Energy Transition Weekly 6
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Amazon adds 944 MW EU green energy
Tech giant Amazon has announced 944 MW of new
investments wind and solar projects in Finland, Germany,
Italy, Spain and the UK bringing its total European green
capacity to 3.5 GW.
Four solar projects totalling 630 MW would be added to the
grid in Spain.
The firm would also acquire four wind projects in Finland
(158 MW), bringing its total renewable energy portfolio in the
Nordics to more than 950 MW.
It would also include a solar project in Italy (40 MW), the
company’s third in the country with 66 MW already enabled.
A new wind project in Northern Ireland would bring its total
UK portfolio to more than 545 MW of wind energy.
Amazon announced plans to invest in solar and wind power
in Spain and Finland earlier this year.
Eight new projects totalling 1 GW would also be added in
the US, including its second solar project paired with storage.
The company is the largest corporate buyer of renewable
energy in the world, with a global portfolio of 12 GW across
274 projects, including 5.6 GW procured this year.
“Significant investments in renewable energy globally are
an important step in delivering on the climate pledge, our
commitment to reach net-zero carbon by 2040, 10 years

ahead of the Paris agreement,” said Kara Hurst, vice president
of worldwide sustainability at Amazon.
The projects would supply green power to Amazon's
corporate offices, logistics centres and data centres. They
would also contribute to achieving its goal of powering 100%
of its activities with renewable energy by 2025, it said.
Danish energy company Orsted signed two power purchase
agreements (PPAs) with Amazon to provide 116 MW of output
from planned wind farms in Germany and Northern Ireland.
The first deal covered 100 MW of output from the planned
900 MW Borkum Riffgrund 3 offshore wind farm in Germany
which is expected to be operational in 2025, Orsted said.
Amazon will offtake the output of the 16 MW Ballykeel
onshore wind farm in Northern Ireland in which Orsted
expects to take a final investment decision later this year.
No financial details of the PPAs were disclosed.
Amazon signed another 250 MW corporate PPA in December
2020 covering 350 MW from Borkum Riffgrund 3.
On Tuesday Orsted signed a 50 MW PPA with Google from
the same project.
Annual baseload prices for a 10-year offshore wind PPA in
2024 in Germany was recently assessed at EUR 71.36/MWh,
according to Qwatt data. RB/RF

German green plans to lower power prices, raise volatility
The incoming German government’s
plans to radically expand renewable
energy were likely to depress wholesale
power prices, despite expected gains in
carbon costs and electricity demand,
Aurora energy research said.
The plans, unveiled in a coalition
deal, were likely to pressure power
prices 13% below a business-as-usual
trajectory, it said in a policy note.
The coalition of Social Democrats,
Greens and Free Democrats aims to
secure 80% of German power with
renewables by the end of the decade.
They set targets to reach 200 GW of solar
and 30 GW of offshore wind by 2030 but
left open a figure for onshore wind.
Aurora projected Germany would need
to have 115 GW of onshore wind by the
end of the decade – more than double
the present capacity – to reach the
coalition’s 2030 goal.
Prices renewable energy installations

were likely to secure would be
more severely affected by price
cannibalisation, the depressive
influence on the wholesale power price
at times of high renewables output.
So-called renewable energy capture
prices – the prices they tend to receive
compared with average wholesale
levels – would only come in around 56%
of business-as-usual levels, according
to Aurora modelling.
The plans would also “significantly
increase seasonal power price volatility”,
said Volue analyst Konstantin Lenz.
During the winter, new gas plants –
which have higher generation costs
than coal – would see power prices
spike, he told Montel.
In summer, meanwhile, increased
solar capacity would weigh on prices,
added Lenz.
The targets unveiled by the new
coalition would lead to average spot

power prices in the first quarter of the
new decade of EUR 96/MWh, compared
with EUR 81/MWh based on the original
coal exit scenario of 2038, according to
Volue analysis.
The second quarter, however, would see
prices turning out EUR 10 lower at EUR
33/MWh, the third quarter EUR 8 lower at
EUR 50/MWh and the October-December
period up EUR 5 at EUR 44/MWh.
The prices were based on the
assumptions of a hot summer, a very
cold first quarter and a relatively mild
end to the year.
Observers have described the
coalition’s renewable energy plans
– which almost quadruple solar and
offshore wind capacity in eight years
– as “extremely ambitious”. They face
a range of obstacles including grid
bottlenecks, slow planning processes
and a market design that impedes
investment. NW/JD
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EU industry must cut 173m tCO2 by 2030 – BNEF
The EU will need industry covered by the
ETS to cut its greenhouse gas emissions
by 173m tCO2 to meet the bloc's 2030
targets, according to Bloomberg New
Energy Finance (BNEF) analysis.
This was the estimated base-case
permanent abatement needed to
balance the EU ETS carbon market and
meet the binding and targeted 55%
CO2 cut from 1990 levels, BNEF’s lead
analyst for European carbon Bo Qin
told Montel.
The analysis found that the power
sector would need to permanently cut
its cumulative emissions by 269m tCO2
by 2030, for example by closing coalfired power plants, said Qin. This would
have to be on top of any operational
emission cuts driven by coal to gas

switching in response to market prices.
“The current higher carbon prices
are an important signal for industry to
take cutting their carbon seriously as a
strategic issue, not just a compliance
issue,” she said.
The EU’s benchmark carbon Dec 21
EUA contract reached a new record
high on Monday of more than EUR 75/t.
“Carbon prices bleed into power
prices, and industrials should hedge
both carbon and power to manage the
impact on their operational costs,”
said Qin.
She saw high electricity costs
gradually disappearing as more
renewables come online over the next
few years, but more electrification
meant that electricity would become a

larger part of industrial costs.
Qin also backed carbon contracts
for difference (CfDs) as a way to help
industry invest early in the cleaner
technologies they would need to cut
their emissions. “The EU can’t wait
for carbon prices to be high enough
to drive the switch to cleaner energy,”
she said.
Carbon CFDs enable governments to
pay companies the difference between
the extra cost per ton of cutting
their CO2 emissions using green
technologies and the prevailing ETS
allowance price if the latter is lower.
The EU has a binding target of net-zero
emissions by 2050 and wants to use
more renewable energy and improve its
energy efficiency. SH

EU Q2 emissions below pre-Covid levels
EU greenhouse gas emissions remained
below pre-pandemic levels in the second quarter of this year, the EU’s official statistics office Eurostat estimated.
Q2 emissions totalled 867m tonnes
of CO2 equivalent, up 18% compared
with 736m tonnes of CO2 during the
Covid-19 lockdowns in Q2 2020, which
was the lowest ever level recorded by
Eurostat.
First half 2021 emissions totalled

1,830m tonnes of CO2, up 9% on the first
half of 2020’s 1,685m tonnes of CO2.
Both were lower, however, than the
pre-pandemic first half 2019 level of
1,931m of CO2.
The higher year-on-year levels in 2021
were largely driven by economic recovery after the dramatic drop in activity in
2020, said Eurostat.
Emissions from industry and construction accounted for 34% of the Q2 2021

total, while power generation accounted
for 19%.
This is the first time Eurostat has
published quarterly EU emission estimates, including a breakdown by economic activity.
It planned to continue publishing these each quarter as part of efforts to provide “more and better insights” as the
EU seeks to have net-zero emissions by
2050, said Eurostat. SH

UK green power share drops in November
Renewable energy sources accounted
for 32% of the UK’s power mix in November, down 5.2 percentage points on
the month, resulting in increased fuels
usage, Montel estimates showed.
The combined share of wind, solar and
biomass averaged was however still 2
percentage points higher on the year, according to estimates based on TSO and
solar power generation tracker figures.
Wind accounted for 23.8% of the
month’s power generation, down from

October’s 20-month high of 27.8%.
Solar and biomass – which largely
reflects wood pellets burnt by independent generator Drax’s four 645 MW
biomass-fired units at its 3.9 GW plant
in north Yorkshire – averaged 1.6% and
7.2%, respectively, compared with 7.4%
and 1.6% in October.
As such, gas and coal’s combined
contribution to the mix grew nearly
6 percentage points on the month –
and 1.9 percentage points on the year

– to 38.7%.
Gas accounted for 36.6%, up from
the previous month’s 17-month low of
32.3% as prices, and coal’s share rose
from 0.5% to 2.1%.
Meanwhile, nuclear made up 17.4% of
supply, compared with 15.9% in October and 19.2% a year ago.
UK front-month power prices have hit
multi-year highs, amid concerns of tight
supply and record carbon prices, Montel
reported earlier. LW
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News

Snam plans EUR 23bn green fund
The Italian gas TSO is planning to invest
EUR 23bn to 2030 to enable the country’s green transition in areas such as
networks, storage and renewables with a
strong focus on hydrogen.
The firm planned to create a “hydrogen-ready” network using existing infrastructure and new-build to connect Italy
to countries with higher demand like Germany, it added in a statement, earmarking EUR 12bn for the sector.
As announced over the weekend, Snam

had also invested in Algerian gas pipelines, which could enable hydrogen imports from Africa into Europe.
Over the last six years, the company had
worked on repurposing its infrastructure
to focus on three macro areas – energy
transport, storage and new projects in
hydrogen and biomethane, said CEO
Marco Alvera.
“We will build the first route to transport
hydrogen from North Africa and southern
Italy to higher demand centres, consoli-

dating Italy’s potential to become a hub
for renewable energy produced in North
Africa and the Middle East,” he said, adding the company was planning to reach
net zero by 2040.
Snam was also looking to invest EUR
5bn in storage in the next 10 years, it
said, while it planned scalable green gas
projects.
For the period to 2025, the TSO had increased its planned investments by EUR
700m to meet its green goals, it said. ET

German green capacity up 605 MW
Germany connected 605 MW of renewable power capacity to
the grid in October, according to data released by the country’s BNA network regulator.
Solar grew steadily by 412 MW last month, of which 12
MW was constructed without subsidies under the renewables tender, with new capacity totalling 4.4 GW in the year
to date.
Last month, 192 MW of onshore wind capacity was connected, 50 MW more than in September, with 1.6 GW added in

the year to date.
No offshore wind turbines were built this year, with growth
expected to stall.
Biomass capacity grew by 1.5 MW last month, with the total
connected this year of 35 MW.
Germany had a total 58 GW of solar, 56.1 GW of onshore
wind, 7.8 GW of offshore wind and 8.6 GW of biomass capacity in September, according to data from the Fraunhofer ISE
think tank. TC

Germany awards 512 MW solar tender
Germany has awarded 512 MW in an oversubscribed tender for
solar power that yielded an average price of EUR 50/MWh for the
first segment comprising ground-mounted panels bigger than
0.75 MW, energy regulator BNA said.
The regulator said it had received 232 bids with a total volume
of 986 MW. In Germany’s previous solar power tender in July, 513
MW of capacity was also awarded at EUR 50/MWh for the first
segment.
The regulator splits its solar auctions into two segments. The
first comprises ground-mounted panels bigger than 0.75 MW
and the second is for panels on buildings or walls with a capacity over 0.3 MW.
The largest awarded volume was for bids with sites in Bavaria
(255 MW, 69 awards), followed by sites in Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania (51 MW, 9 awards) and Baden-Wuerttemberg (49
MW, 10 awards).

For the first time, bidders were also able to submit bids on arable land and grassland in Lower Saxony and Saxony. However,
no bids were submitted for these areas in this round.
Most of the awards for arable land and grassland went to bids
for land in Bavaria (172 MW, 41 awards).
The surcharge values determined in the bid price procedure
range between EUR 45.70/MWh and EUR 52/MWh.
The next tender for the first segment will take place on 1 March,
the regulator said.
The incoming German coalition government of Social Democrats, Greens and Free Democrats aims to secure 80% of German
gross power demand with renewables by the end of the decade.
They set targets to reach 200 GW of solar and 30 GW of offshore
wind by 2030 but left open a figure for onshore wind.
Germany has around 58 GW of solar power installed to date,
according to data from German think-tank Fraunhofer ISE. JD
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Our advanced AI reduces the gap between your expected and actual production.
Get started with just historical data and let our automated updates save you
time and money.

At a glance
Power production forecasts

AI factory

Machine learning models for entire
plants or individual units. Assess
the accuracy with a free trial.

Our experience may be in energy,
but our AI is applicable anywhere.
Incremental improvements for any
forecasts.

Additional inputs

Spot price forecasts

Tailor our model to your project
using additional data to improve
accuracy. Compatible with any
data set.

Multiple daily predictions for more
than 30 European price areas.
Choose from day to week ahead.

